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Become a Poker Shark in No Time!â˜†â˜…â˜† Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited

ÂDownload Now! â˜†â˜…â˜†What is Poker? What is Texas Holdâ€™em? How can you win big with

these populargames?When you download Poker: Quick Start Guide: Learn to Dominate

TheCompetition, youâ€™ll learn the definition and history of poker â€“ and how its manyvariants are

played. From hand rankings to the many phases of play, youâ€™ll knoweverything you need to get

the upper hand on your opponents. With this exciting book,youâ€™ll have a solid game plan for

betting, playing, and winning!This book helps you realize your poker dreams with a simple and

efficientsystem! Youâ€™ll even learn how to use poker math to bet based on your position around

the table,the cards on the table, and the cards in your hand. Poker: Quick Start Guide: Learn

toDominate The Competition explains how much to bid on all of the different handrankings in the

game. From overcards to straight flushes, youâ€™ll have all the strategy youneed to avoid costly

defeats and win more chips!Donâ€™t wait Â get Poker: Quick Start Guide: Learn to Dominate

TheCompetition TODAY! Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for instantdownload.Youâ€™ll

be so happy you did!
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Poker

I am impressed how the author wrote this kind of book. I learned some historical facts about Poker,

the myths, the rules and the etiquette of playing. The tips for amateur were befitting and useful to

me, knowing when to fold, how to watch my opponents and how to mix up playing styles and

patterns. The book actually gives you some pretty useful tips, whether you are a beginner or an

expert, and I found plenty of them pretty useful actually, but I would have liked for the book to put

more emphasis on the advanced techniques.

All my friends seem to know how to play this game, we got together last week and had fun. This

was one of the games the host made us play. Since I have no idea how to play it or what the rules

are I backed out and said I just want to observe and I have nothing to bet. As soon as I got home I

googled how to play poker and its rules. It was very difficult to understand and I realized I could just

search for a book in . A professionally written book that'll teach me how to play it and how to win

during the next game.I know the basics like flush and full house but all the other terminologies this

book gave I was clueless about. The definition of the terms were well explained and delivered so I

got the idea. I don't know why but I feel like I needed to say that I kind of felt disappointed when

there were no pictures of the cards and kinds here. It'll be better to understand especially for

beginners. I don't think I can "dominate" the game next week but at least I know the basics and

hopefully luck will be by my side during the game!

I and my friends are always playing Poker so I decided to buy this book in order to learn deeply the

rules and all the tips I can to beat them next time. I learnt not just the basics of Poker in the same

way, I have learnt many useful things as personalities of players and how to bluff in a correct way

avoiding being obvious. So I am really happy because I got more of what I thought in the first

moment. I have to say I found this book in a special promotion.

Well, I have never played Poker before, partly because I have no time and partly because I don't

know how. Coming across this book, Poker QuickStart Guide, has excited that interest in me. And

with the words used in the book's description, "Become a Poker Shark in No Time!" I am sure that I

will be able to learn some essentials here. And I wasn't wrong. This book is really educational and

informative. It has even discussed the history of Poker and what it is all about. I personally



appreciate the chapter on the Game Plan and How To Use Poker Math. This has been an amazing

read and I hope to be able to play soon.

I got this book to be familiarize more on this world known game also as to learn its basic like poker

etiquette, how to play with it along with its tips and strategies in playing.I am not actually after the

money or winning the bet instead I'm more inclined to experience the excitement and fun this game

has to offer while playing with my family or friends. This book is informative and provided

easy-to-understand tips and tricks of poker.Well-written and organized. I would recommend it to

poker amateurs and online or live poker players!

Primarily a book about the mindset you should have when playing and thinking about poker, rather

than a book about specific poker strategy. I've read several poker strategy books already, so I think

I was ready for one like this. Good for getting your mind back in the game and helping you figure out

how to think about your opponents and their possible hands. It also deals with quite a bit of

away-from-the-table stuff, like making sure you have enough rest before you play. If you just started

playing poker at the casino and are getting you butt kicked, you want to read this book and try

again.

It was informative and provided all the information you need to take your poker up a notch! It was

well worth the cost for the tips and tricks youâ€™ll learn. The author is a professional poker player

and provides the insights of others as well, including women players, which was particularly

interesting to me! As an amateur who plays for fun, I learned a lot from this book through the

thoughtful narrative and entertaining stories. This Quickstart book will excite any amateur player

about poker and will really help step up your game!

The game of poker is a tough game and quite hard to understand, but this book is really for

beginners. The basic guidelines were stated so that it will be easy to understand from the Poker

itself, history, poker math and more! The author also did a good job not just about defining each

terminologies but also to explain it further. It is short but has good information inside. It's a

straightforward guide and the given tips and strategies in order to win were very interesting.
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